
Limitations of Address-centric Controls

Cloud and data center environments are data-rich targets for cyber criminals. 
Attackers who  breach these environments first gain a foothold on an internal system, 
introduce malicious software, and move laterally to accomplish next-hop exploitation. 
These environments are often secured with perimeter firewalls. Such address-centric 
controls allow malicious communications to piggyback on allowed network policies 
because they lack visibility beyond primitive network attributes. Next-generation 
firewalls inspect content to gain application-protocol awareness, but they are blind 
to the true identity of the communicating software. Firewalls are also blind to 98% 
of network attack surface that exists within the network perimeter but outside the 
control of the firewall.

To overcome the limitations of firewalls, micro-segmentation technologies provide 
more visibility and control of network traffic by applying a large number of address-
centric policies. However, this leads to monumental complexity that sacrifices 
manageability for network security and is still limited by address-centric controls.

Stop Trusting Network Addresses...A New Approach Needed

Zero-trust networking abandons the traditional security model of allowing application 
communications based on “trusted” addresses. Instead, communications are 
approved based on the trustworthiness of communicating hosts and users — for 
better security that extends beyond the network.

Eliminates 98% of the attack surface 
of your cloud and data center 
network and protects the rest

Blocks malicious software 
from communicating with 
critical business applications by 
allowing only trusted software to 
communicate

Prevents transport-layer exploits 
by mutually validating applications 
before they connect

Provides superior protection with 
a fraction of the rules compared to 
address-centric technologies  

Deploys in minutes with no 
changes to applications or network 
infrastructure

TRUSTED APPLICATION NETWORKING TO PROTECT WORKLOADS 
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Eliminate 98% of your attack surface and protect the rest.

Trusted Application Networking

Edgewise’s revolutionary approach — 
Trusted Application Networking — prevents 
compromise and attack progression of 
network-borne threats by allowing only trusted 
applications to communicate over approved 
network paths. This fundamentally new 
technology is the first of its kind to embrace 
the zero-trust networking model. It works by 
looking beyond network addresses, instead 
validating the secure identity of applications, 
users, and hosts controlling the addresses. 
With Edgewise, security teams enable true 
business agility while protecting mission-
critical cloud and data center applications.



Protects Applications Simply

Edgewise extends the zero-trust networking model by ensuring that only trusted 
applications communicate over approved paths — unlike firewalls which cannot 
positively identify communicating software. Trusted Application Networking stops 
attacks from propagating through internal networks and compromising business 
applications.

Builds Accurate Policies Automatically

Through machine learning, Edgewise models application communication patterns 
and generates optimal protection policies covering 99.99% of network attack surface. 
In contrast to address-centric micro-segmentation, Edgewise generates the smallest 
policy set for the broadest protection. Tens of thousands of policies now compress to 
a recommended handful to reduce complexity without compromising security. 

Simplifies Policy Enforcement

Edgewise protects applications with one click on the application flow diagram — no 
knowledge of application architecture or experience in building policies required. For 
experts who need or want advanced flexibility, the application-centric policies are 
described in natural language, making enforcement fast and intuitive.

Reveals Risk, Recommends Protection

Edgewise measures the visible network attack surface, quantifies risk exposure, and 
recommends policies to maximize protection. Each policy is modeled to show risk 
reduction, enabling organizations to prioritize protection.

Enables Business Agility

Edgewise protects application services regardless of where they are deployed — 
on-premises or in the cloud. Edgewise policies, unlike firewalls, adapt to application 
changes by remaining independent of network constructs to provide the agility 
required by modern applications.

While firewalls are vital to any 
security strategy, address-
centric controls expose 
many security gaps while 
making policy management 
more complex. Edgewise’s 
revolutionary security product 
for Trusted Application 
Networking enables Goulston 
& Storrs’ IT organization to 
protect our most valuable 
asset — our client’s data — 
simply and effectively.

John Arsneault, CIO of  
Goulston & Storrs

Apply auto-generated policies with one click.

An “Edgewise” View 
for Better Security

Edgewise believes you can and must 
have both protection and agility for 
your critical business infrastructure. 
To thwart attackers, you need to 
minimize your visible attack surface 
— revealing only an “edgewise” 
view of your network — and protect 
exposed business applications. You 
can now truly enable business agility 
and velocity. 

About Edgewise Networks, Inc.
Edgewise provides Trusted Application Networking for the cloud and data center to protect where firewalls fail. 
We prevent progression of network-borne threats by allowing only trusted applications to communicate over 
approved network paths. Using machine learning, Edgewise recommends and prioritizes optimal policies to 
eliminate 98% of the network attack surface and protect the rest. 
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Get a Demo
Want to measure the attack surface of your cloud or data  
center, and protect critical applications? Visit our 
website  www.edgewise.net and request a demo.
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